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Abstract

In this study the process by which a steel column subjected to strong and repeated loading undergoes failure is investigated.
Furthermore, a damage index is developed by using factors related to damage along with a relevant analysis method. A cantilever-
type box-type steel member, which is assumed to undergo buckling deformation, is used for the analysis. A nonlinear analysis with
repeated displacement control is conducted by applying a compressive load that leads to failure along with a predetermined
compressive load to the steel member. The main variables considered in this analysis are the load stock pattern and the type of steel
(SS400, SM570, and Posten 80). The influence of each variable on the failure mode, deformation capacity, and damaging process is
described. The failure processes for each type of steel are compared. The results indicate that the failure of a steel member under
strong repeated loading is governed by local buckling and that the failure of a steel member is directly related to the local strain.
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1. Introduction

Studies on enhancing the strength and usability of steel members

for high-rise buildings and long-span bridges have been conducted

(Xiong and Liew, 2015; Khan et al., 2015; Mikkola et al., 2015).

Furthermore, numerous experiments and numerical analyses of

the damage assessment of steel columns, beams, bracings, and

other structural members under repeated loading such as an

earthquake load have been conducted (Nguyen et al., 2015; Park,

1993; Gao and Usami, 2000).

Owing to the emergence of ultrahigh-strength steels, structural

steel shapes are a very important design parameter considering

the local buckling, and buckling expressions according to the

structural steel shapes and load conditions have been proposed

(Seif and Schafer, 2010). In addition, a trilinear kinematic

hardening model was proposed to simulate the behavior of

ultrahigh-strength steel columns with an H-section under cyclic

loading (Wang et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016).

A steel member that has a low slenderness ratio is less affected

by additional flexure owing to the axial force, and lateral

buckling is caused by local buckling. Therefore, the local buckling

of plate elements is the major reason for failure. According to an

experimental study by Park (1993), a steel member accumulates

damage during repeated loading, and local buckling leads to

buckling of the entire member (Park, 1993). As a very large

amount of plastic deformation repetitively occurs in the steel

member, the steel member will eventually fracture. It was found

that a steel member element can fail when such a large amount of

plastic deformation occurs in a steel member element damaged

by local buckling, even when the number of repeated loading

cycles is low.

In this study, a damage index is developed to quantitatively

comprehend the degree of damage due to a large amount of

plastic deformation under the repeated loading of steel members.

By using this damage index, a method for analyzing the damage

to box-type steel members is developed.

2. Damage Assessment

Recently, efforts have been made to comprehend the nonlinear

behavioral characteristics of existing buildings constructed

without any seismic specifications and to assess their seismic

capacity. The use of a damage index to comprehend the degree

of damage is gaining popularity. A damage index numerically

indicates the degree of damage to structures and members under

load and the performance of the member. Further, a damage

index uses indicators such as the changes in the natural periodicity of

the structure, the changes in strength, a formulation of fatigue,

the energy emission of the hysteresis curve (Darwin and Nmai,

1986), and the changes in strain (Stephens and Yao, 1987; Banon

et al., 1981) to assess the damage to a structure.

2.1 Damage Index of a Member

The damage index developed in the present study is based on

the damage index considering the cumulative plastic strain

developed by Park (1993) and was derived from the stress–strain
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relationship of a steel member (Park, 1993). The damage to a

steel member is defined as the hysteresis of the deformation

process, from the initiation of residual deformation to the beginning

of failure. The stress–strain relationship was defined to follow a

bilinear kinematic hardening hysteresis curve. Furthermore, the

degree of damage can be separately assessed by using the plastic

strains in the tension and compression zones of the steel member.

Thus, the relationship between the dimensionless local stress and

strain ratios in the plastic zone can be easily comprehended using

a linear equation instead of a higher-order equation, as shown in

Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1, the ultimate stress ratio of the most vulnerable

element of a steel member under strong and repeated loading is

, and the ultimate strain ratio can be expressed as .

Moreover, by using the areal ratio regarding the stress and strain

ratios, which represent the cumulative plastic strain in each

loading phase and at ultimate loading, the degree of damage to

the vulnerable portion can be assessed. Therefore, the damage

index D of the vulnerable part of a steel member can be calculated

as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where A* is the area of plastic strain in the envelope curve of the

local stress and strain ratios in a loading phase, Alimit is the limit

area of the plastic deformation in the envelope curve of the local

stress and strain ratios, the value of the strain constant α is 2

when tensile and compressive strains exist and 1 when either a

tensile or compressive strain exists, ε* is the local strain in a

loading phase, σ* is the local stress in a loading phase, εy is the

yield strain, σy is the yield stress, εu is the ultimate strain, σu is the

ultimate stress, h is the hardening ratio, K is the strength

coefficient, and the superscripts t and c denote tension and

compression, respectively.

The value of Alimit is equal to the area of the plastic strain in the

envelope curve when the strain is equal to the ultimate strain in

an element. In Eq. (1), when D = 1, failure is initiated in the

compression or tension phase. When D < 1, failure has not

occurred, but the value of D provides a numerical measure of

how much damage has occurred.

Generally, the local strain is more accurately predicted by

experimental methods. However, in this study, we present a

method for predicting the local strain through an analytical

method according to the type of steel by using a commercial

nonlinear structural analysis program.

3. Finite-element Analysis for Assessing the
Degree of Damage

3.1 Modeling for Nonlinear Analysis

To develop a method for analyzing a steel member under

strong and repeated loading and the proposed damage indices, a

box-type steel member was used to conduct a nonlinear analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the finite-element model and coordinate system of

the box-type steel member used for the analysis. In the analysis,

a box-type B-100 × 100 × 2.3 model was used, which has one

fixed end and one hinged end so that it can freely rotate about the

Y axis, which passes vertically through the cross section. The

length between the both ends h was set as 480 mm.

In the structural model, quadrilateral elements (QUAD4), which

are plate-shell isoparametric elements, were used, and triangular

elements (TRIA3) were used around the loading point at the end
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Fig. 1. Dimensionless Local Stress-ratio–strain-ratio Envelope Curve

Fig. 2. Analysis Model for the Box-type Steel Member
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of the member. An isoparametric element is an element in which

the function describing the shape of the element is identical to

the displacement function. In this case, the coordinate conversion

and displacement function undergo a completely identical

conversion. These elements can even be used to model a thick

shell. Moreover, regarding the flexure, the stress along the

thickness direction is calculated; thus, it can also be applied to a

nonlinear member. For QUAD4, the curvature is linearized

within the element, and for TRIA3, the strain and curvature are

assumed to be identical. An 1116-element model was used in the

present analysis, with 31 elements partitioned along the axis of

the steel member and 9 elements partitioned along the direction

orthogonal to the axis of the steel member (a total of four sides).

The division of elements in these models considers the member’s

deformation such as the overall buckling and local buckling and

the correspondence of positions such as the local strain.

In case of a general three-dimensional analysis, the displacement

of each joint has six degrees of freedom, whereas in the present

rotational restraint analysis, wherein the degree of freedom is not

defined for rotation around the tangent of the plate element, each

joint was assumed to have five degrees of freedom. In the model

shown in Fig. 1, the elastic modulus and yield strength of the part

comprising steel blocks are increased so that their behaviors are

similar to those of a steel body. The naming convention and

parameters for each model are listed in Table 1.

λ is the slenderness ratio of the compressed member and can

be calculated using

(6)

where E is the Young’s modulus, le is the effective buckling

length, and r is the radius of rotation. R is the equivalent width-

to-thickness ratio of the plate element and can be calculated as

follows:

(7)

where t and b are the thickness and width of the plate,

respectively, and k is the buckling coefficient.

3.2 Configuration of the Loading Method

First, an analysis of the compressed member that receives the

central axial load is conducted. Next, while applying a compressive

force of 0.2Py to the joint loading point, the relative displacement of

a member along the vertical direction (X axis) in Fig. 1 was

given for each phase. The directions in which the displacement,

strain, load, and stress are given are set as positive directions.

The repeated loading patterns, as shown in Fig. 3, consist of two

types: (a) RD type, an alternating gradual increase in loading in

the tension and compression zones (by doubling the yield lateral

displacement), and (b) CD type, an alternating constant loading in

the tension and compression zones (by tripling the yield lateral

displacement). The lateral yield displacement was calculated as

follows:

(8)

(9)

where My is the yield moment, and Pyh is the lateral yield load.

3.3 Assumptions for the Material Characteristics

The bilinear stress–strain relationship of the kinematic hardening

model shown in Fig. 4 was used to describe the material

characteristics. The ratio of the gradient Et of the single-axis

stress–strain curve of the plastic zone to the Young’s modulus E,

the nominal yield stress, the Young’s modulus, and the Poisson’s

ratio are presented in Table 2. Furthermore, the Von Mises yield

condition was used. Generally, the analysis precision of the

hysteric behavior of a member is largely influenced by the

composition of the material. For the analysis of strain hardening,

a precise model of the material composition is essential. In this

study, the cyclic stress–strain relation in the strain zone was
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Table 1. Naming Convention and Parameters for the Model

Length
h (mm)

Width
b1 (mm)

Width
b2 (mm)

Thickness
t; t1, t2 (mm)

Cross-Sectional Area
A (mm2)

Radius of rotation
r (mm)

Width-to-thickness
ratio b/t

Slenderness 
ratio λ

480 100 100 3.2 1239.04 39.54 29.25 24.28

Fig. 3. Loading Patterns: (a) RD Type, (b) CD Type
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investigated. To develop an analysis method using the damage

index, the material properties of steel followed a bilinear stress–

strain curve.

3.4 Variables of the Analysis

In this study, the analysis was conducted using different types

of steel under different loading conditions. The steel types are as

follows: SS400, a rolled steel for a general structure; SM570, a

rolled steel for a welded structure; and Posten 80, a steel with a

high tensile strength. The loading conditions are as follows: CL

type, a concentrically compressive load; RD type, an alternating

gradual increase in the displacement in the tension and compression

zones with a concentrically compressive load of 0.2Py; and CD

type, an alternating constant displacement with a concentrically

compressive load of 0.2Py. By conducting a nonlinear analysis

using above conditions, the damage process and failure behaviors

were compared and analyzed. The specifications are listed in

Table 3.

4. Results and Interpretation

4.1 Steel Members with a Concentrically Compressive

Load

The buckling strength of a steel member subjected to a

concentrically compressive load rapidly decreases after attaining

the maximum value. The major and minor axes of the box-type

steel member cannot be distinguished, and its four sides are

welded. Therefore, the effect of the compressive residual stress is

very large.

The positions of local buckling deformation for test subjects

US40-26-56-CL, US57-36-78-CL, and US80-45-95-CL are at

0.146h, 0.125h, and 0.114h, respectively, at the center on the

other side of the plane of the buckling direction. This indicates

that the position of local buckling deformation decreases as the

strength of the steel increases. The analysis results for concentric

compression are summarized in Table 4. From the table, the ratio

of the strength to the stress for each material subject can be

obtained.

The ranges of plastic strain for US57-36-78-CL and US80-45-

95-CL are similar. However, for US 40-26-56-CL, the range of

plastic strain is 2.53 times lower than that of the others. The local

Fig. 4. Stress–strain Relationship Assumed for the Elastoplastic

Material

Table 2. Material Characteristics

Name of test
subject

σy

(MPa)
σu

(MPa)
Et/E

Material
Type

US40-* 235.2 510 24 SS400

US57-* 460.6 597 15 SM570

US80-* 686.0 821 10 Posten 80

Note: E = 205 GPa, v = 0.3, * = including all the supplementary names

Table 3. Variables of the Analysis

Name of test subject Material Type Loading Patten

US40-26-56-CL SS400 CL

US40-26-56-RD SS400 RD

US40-26-56-CD SS400 CD

US57-26-56-CL SM570 CL

US57-26-56-RD SM570 RD

US57-26-56-CD SM570 CD

US80-45-95-CL Posten80 CL

US80-45-95-RD Posten80 RD

US80-45-95-CD Posten80 CD

Fig. 5. Local Stress–strain Curves for Each Material Type and

Loading Condition (CL)

Table 4. Analysis Results for Concentric Compression

US40-26-56-CL

Maximum strength
Pu (kN)

Yield strength
Py (kN)

Maximum stress
σut (MPa)

Yield stress
σyt (MPa)

409.32 303.13 437.12 237.16

US57-36-78-CL

Maximum strength
Pu (kN)

Yield strength
Py (kN)

Maximum stress
σut (MPa)

Yield stress
σyt (MPa)

726.59 578.79 577.22 460.00

US80-45-95-CL

Maximum strength
Pu (kN)

Yield strength
Py (kN)

Maximum stress
σut (MPa)

Yield stress
σyt (MPa)

927.80 853.47 926.85 686.00
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stress–strain hysteresis with the most severe stress concentration

is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Steel Member with an Alternating Displacement

4.2.1 Deformation and Failure of a Member

When gradually increasing the displacement (RD) in the

tension and compression zones alternately in the +X direction of

the member, local buckling occurs at both the edges of the +X

plane, approximately 0.04h right above the fixed end, regardless

of the type of steel. This is because the effect of energy diffusion

at the fixed end and the buckling strength rapidly decrease owing

to repeated deformation and the concentrated residual stress at

the edge, where the strength is high.

Figure 6 shows that the deformation under repeated displacement

right before the failure of the test subject is 0. For all test

subjects, local buckling accompanied overall buckling. Further,

buckling did not occur along the entire length for all test subjects

but is continuously created from the point at which buckling

initiated. As the load increases up to the yield strength, compressive

deformation occurs. After exceeding the yield strength, overall

buckling occurs. As the load increases, local buckling occurs.

The deformation of various tests subjects under different load

conditions is shown in Fig. 6.

4.2.2 Hysteric Behaviors of the Local Stress–strain Curves

Each subfigure in Fig. 7 shows the local stress–strain relationship.

The stress–strain hysteresis shows the flexural tension and

flexural compression of the edge elements around the end where

local buckling deformation occurs. Fig. 7(a) shows the hysteresis

curves for RD-type loading in the +X plane for each steel type,

and Fig. 7(b) show the hysteresis curves for CD-type loading.

Fig. 7(c) shows the curves in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) together. For

US40-26-56-RD, the difference in the amplitudes of the

compressive strain is 4.49εy, and the restoration of the tensile

strain under a compressive strain is 93.7%. For US57-36-78-RD,

Fig. 6. Deformation of Various Test Subjects Under Various Loading Conditions (RD, CD): (a) US40-26-56-RD, (b) US40-26-56-CD, (c)

US57-36-78-RD, (d) US57-36-78-CD, (e) US80-45-95-RD, (f) US80-45-95-CD
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the difference in the amplitudes of the compressive strain is

1.71εy, and the restoration of the tensile strain under a compressive

strain is 69.6%. Furthermore, for US80-45-95-RD, the difference

in the amplitudes of the compressive strain is 2.24εy, and the

restoration of the tensile strain under a compressive strain is 50.2%.

The difference in amplitudes increases by 1.15 times for US57-36-

78-RD and 1.51 times for US80-45-95-RD compared to that for

US40-26-56-RD. This indicates that the hysteresis of the local

strain is more severe in flexural compression. Moreover, it indicates

that a higher strength results in more severe compressive

deformation. Therefore, it is expected that a crack will be

initiated owing to compression under a relatively higher strain,

and another crack will be initiated owing to tension.

The strain restoration is 74.3% and 53.6% of that for US40-26-

56-RD for US57-36-78-RD and US80-45-95-RD, respectively.

In Fig. 7(b), depending on the loading conditions, a compressive

strain is only present in the +X plane, and both tensile and

compressive strains are present in the –X plane. The –X plane is

subjected to a compressive strain, as it is under concentric loading.

The strain restoration in the +X plane is 98% for US40-26-56-RD,

76.5% for US57-36-78-RD, and 52% for US80-45-95. 

The strain restoration for US57-36-78-RD is 53% of that for

US40-26-56-RD. A higher strength results in a more rapid

decrease in the plastic strain depending on the period of loading

after reaching the ultimate strain. Each subfigure of Fig. 8 shows

the stress distributions of three test subjects.

Fig. 7. Local Stress–strain Curve for Various Test Subjects and Loading Conditions (RD, CD): (a) RD Type, (b) CD Type, (c) Overlapping

Curves 

Fig. 8. Stress Distributions of Three Test Subjects (kgf/mm2): (a) US40-26-56-RD, (b) US57-36-78-RD, (c) US80-45-95-RD
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4.3 Damage Assessment Using the Damage Index

The limit area of plastic deformation in the envelope curve of

the local stress–strain ratio for each test subject (Fig. 9) is listed

in Table 5. By using the obtained limit area, the degree of

damage to a box-type steel member can be attained. In Fig. 10,

the distribution of the damage index for the compression zone of

the plane for RD-type loading can be obtained. It is observed that

the degree of damage is most severe around the edge near the

end. Furthermore, for a test subject with a low strength, the

damage is concentrated near the end, and for US40-26-56-RD,

almost no damage occurs above 0.5h.

As for US80-45-95, a higher strength results in a more uniform

range of damage distribution along the height of the steel

Fig. 9. Dimensionless Local Stress-ratio–strain-ratio Envelope Curves for Various Test Subjects: (a) US40-26-56, (b) US57-36-78, (c) US80-

45-95

Table 5. Limit Areas of the Local Stress-ratio–strain-ratio Enve-

lope Curves for Various Test Subjects

Type US40-26-56 US57-36-78 US80-45-95

Alimit
t 24.87 0.87 0.35

Alimit
c 27.30 2.91 1.57

Fig. 10. Distribution of the Damage Index in the Compression Zone of the Plane for Various Test Subjects Under RD-type Loading:

(a) US40-26-56-RD (+X Plane), (b) US57-36-78-RD (+X Plane), (c) US80-45-95-RD (+X Plane), (d) US40-26-56-RD (-X Plane),

(e) US57-36-78-RD (-X Plane), (f) US80-45-95-RD (-X Plane)

Fig. 11. Distribution of the Damage Index in the Compression Zone of the plane for various subject under CD-type loading: (a) US40-26-56-

CD (+X Plane), (b) US57-36-78-CD (+X Plane), (c) US80-45-95-CD (+X Plane), (d) US40-26-56-CD (-X Plane), (e) US57-36-

78-CD (-X Plane), (f) US80-45-95-CD (-X Plane)
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member. In Fig. 11, the distributions of the damage index for the

compression zone of the plane for CD-type loading are shown.

Similar to RD-type loading, the degree of damage is most severe

around the edge near the end. Unlike RD-type loading, a test

subject with a low strength has a wider range of damage. For

US40-26-56-RD, the damage reaches a height of 0.63h. Moreover,

a higher strength results in a more limited range of damage

around the end. For US80-45-95-RD, the damage reaches a

height of 0.35h.

5. Conclusions

The process by which a box-type steel member subjected to

strong and repeated loading undergoes failure and the factors

relevant to damage were used to develop a new damage assessment

method using a nonlinear analysis. The major conclusions of this

study are as follows.

1. By using the dimensionless local stress-ratio–strain-ratio

envelope curve, a new damage index was proposed. This

damage index is an area ratio of the stress ratio and the strain

ratio corresponding to the cumulative plastic strain of each

load step and the ultimate load state, and the cumulative

damage to the member can be taken into account when eval-

uating the damage capability.

2. The results of a damage assessment using the damage index

for a box-type steel member indicated that the position

where local buckling occurred was the most severely dam-

aged. This indicates that damage is closely related to the

local buckling and plastic strain.

3. The boundary conditions of the model in this study were

set as one end fixed and one hinged end. For this reason,

local buckling, when occurring concentrically, occurred

at lower positions when the strength of the steel member

is higher. On the other hand, when repetitive loading is

applied, buckling occurred around the edge where stress

could be easily concentrated owing to cumulative plastic

deformation, regardless of the strength of the steel mem-

ber.

4. Although the strength of Posten 80, which is the highly ten-

sile, is 1.5 times higher than that of SM 570, the strain resto-

ration of Posten 80 was not lower than that of SM 570.
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